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Abstract—In recent years, a huge amount of data increased rapidly, we need more performance and bigger storage space to 
handle such data. Cloud service’s outsourced database is one of solution. But outsourced database has risk of privacy leak. So 
there have a scholar proposed a K-Anonymity to protect data’s privacy. K-Anonymity will let quasi-identifiers data attributes 
in the database be anonymized and preserve privacy. But K-Anonymity has a problem that data can’t be reversible. So we 
propose r-Transform to solve its problem. Our research uses on numeral data attribute. We use three parameters b1, b2and 
bitstreamto generate noise and change original data with this noise. It can interference attacker and reach the purpose of 
privacy-preserving. 
 
Index Terms—Data Anonymity, Reversible, Outsourced Database, privacy-preserving. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
With big data’s coming, a huge amount of data needed 
for a more performance and more storage space to 
handle such data. Outsourced database is one of 
solution. There are more and more outsourced 
database provider now such like Amazon’s RDS and 
Microsoft’s SQL Azure. For Outsourced database’s 
user, they can reduce their cost on hardware 
maintenance, expansion and management of human 
resources. But user should take risk of privacy leak[1]. 
Because of service provider has bad internal control or 
there are malicious attacker to steal the data. In the 
past, outsourced database’s privacy-preserving always 
use K-anonymity[2]. K-Anonymity can let the data to 
be anonymous, but it has a problem that it can‘t 
reversible. We propose r-Transform to solve 
K-Anonymity’s problem. r-Transform uses on 
numeral data attribute such as ID, birthday or phone 
number etc. It can preserve privacy and also can 
reverse. Procedure for Paper Submission. 

 
II. RELATE WORK 
 
A. K-Anonymity 
K-anonymity proposed by Sweeney in 2002. 
K-anonymity is a way to preserve the privacy of data 
in the database. It was added noise value into the 
original data to affect attacker. The attacker was not 
recognized steal information. When using 
K-anonymity, first we need to find 
Quasi-identifiers(QI) in the database. Quasi-identifiers 
is multiple attribute’s subset and we can identify data 
that belong to which one by these attributes. For 
example, TABLE1 is a diseases database. Its 
Quasi-identifier Q=. After K-anonymity, 
Quasi-identifier data has same value of data called 
QI-Group. Next, we start to use K-anonymity. The 
definition of K-Anonymity is Quasi-identifier 
attribute’s data has at least K same value in the 
database after K-anonymity. For example, TABLE2 is 

generated by TABLE1 did 3-anonymity. By 
definition, we can anonymization first of three data to 
[*[20-30],*[80040-80050]]. But K-anonymity will 
attack by Homogeneity attack and Background 
knowledge attack. Homogeneity attack uses one of 
QI-Group’s sensitive values with same data. Attacker 
can use a part of the information to guess what kind of 
disease he/she get. For example, the attacker know one 
of data’s AGE = 25, ZIP = 80041 in TABLE2 and we 
assume that the first three item’s disease are heart 
disease in TABLE2 .So the attacker can guess that this 
data’s owner get heart disease. Background 
knowledge attack uses one or more than one 
quasi-identifier attributes with the sensitive attribute to 
reduce potentially sensitive data and improve the 
chances of guessing. For example, the attacker know 
one of data’s AGE = 25, ZIP = 80041 in TABLE2. So 
the attacker can guess this data’s owner maybe get 
heart disease, cancer or viral infection. 
 

TABLE1. Diseases Database 

 
 
TABLE2. After 3-Anonymity Diseases Database 
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B. K-Anonymity modify 
K-anonymity’s main purpose is used to preserve 
data’s privacy, when attacker get the data, they cannot 
easily get detail information. Later scholars have 
begun to use l-Diversity [4], t-Closeness [5], 
p-Sensitive [6] ,(l, e)-Diversity[7], p+-sensitive k  
-anonymity[8],(p,α)-sensitive k  -anonymity[8]...etc. 
to strengthen privacy-preserving in K-Anonymity and 
Improve prevent Homogeneity attack and Background 
knowledge attack in K-anonymity. But all of research 
cannot   reversible. 
 
III. R-TRANSFORM 
 
R-Transform can preserve data’s privacy and make 
anonymity on numeral type of database’s attribute. It 
can preserve data’s privacy when we upload data to 
outsourced database. R-Transform’s definition is all of 
quasi-identifier attribute’s data after use r-Transform, 
it will change between 0 to r. The definition of 
R-transform’s quasi-identifiers is a unique key 
attribute in database. After using r-transform, the 
quasi-identifier attribute will not recognize the data 
belongs and preserve privacy. 
 

 
Fig.1 Flowchart of r-Transform 

 
Figure1 is r-Transform’s Flowchart. First we need to 
find the quasi-identifier in the database and then we 
can use sorting algorithm to sort quasi-identifier’s 
attribute data by descending. This will affect the sort 
data in database. Next, user decides quasi-identifier 
variables range r that the user must be able to tolerate 
the error and decide two of case’s b1,b2. S some of 
privacy data can have greater tolerance, such as 
telephone, but some of privacy data cannot, such as 

age. Therefore, the user must decide the scope of 
anonymized data for different attributes.B1 and b2 
used to record which one of case used to 
anonymization data. B1, b2 must be 0 or 1 and b1≠b2. 
B1, b2 must save in the user side. It will use on 
r-Transform’s reversible. Finally, r-Transform’s 
anonymous process starts Finally, anonymous process 
starts, first taken out first two  of  data X, Y from the 
database, and then in accordance with the anonymity 
range r that determine by user decides which one of 
case to use. If X-Y≦2r-1 use case1. If X-Y>2r-1 use 
case2. 
 
A. Case1 
First calculate the X, Y of difference and mean. 

 
And then hiding b into h and get h’. 

 
 
Finally, we can get X 'and Y', base on new difference 
value h’. 

 
 
B. Case2 
Case2 change from Case1. It need to establish a 
Bitstream storage space  on client side. It use to save 
X, Y of difference’s least significant binary bit. 
Bitstream will use on r-Transform’s reversible. Next 
time using Case2, it’s bitstream will put on next 
position. For example, first time use case2 and save 1 
into bitstream, second time save 0 into bitstream, third 
time save 0 into bitstream. We can bitstream like 
Fig.2. When doing r-Transform’s Reversible, we just 
according to bitstream’s sequential access and we can 
get the X, Y’s bitstream. 
 

 
Fig.2  Bitstream’s storage type 

 
The formula calculatse the difference between X, Y, 
mean and bitstream. 

 
 

And then hiding b2 into h. 
 

 
Finally, we can get X 'and Y', base on new difference 
value h’. 

 
 
For example on TABLE1, assumed that 
Quasi-identifier is ZIP. After sorting on zip, we can 
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get TABLE3. And then we make r = 10000, b1=0, 
b2=1 to do 10000-Transform. We can found that last 
of two data use case2, and other use case1. Table4 is 
result after 10000-Transform. 
 

TABLE3. After sorting on TABLE1 

 
 

TABLE4. After TABLE1 did 10000-Transform and 
its Bitstream 

 
 
IV. R-TRANSFORM’S REVERSIBLE 
ANONYMOUS DATA 
 

 
Fig.3 Flowchart of r-Transform’s Reversible 

 
Fig.3 is Flowchart of r-Transform’s Reversible. When 
using r-Transform’s Reversible, it need b1, b2 and 
bitstream. We taken out first two of data X’, Y’ in the 
anonymous database every time. First we need to 
calculating the difference between X’, Y’ and 
calculating b that we can know what case can we use 
to do r-Transform’s Reversible. 

 
When b = b1, using case1 to do r-Transform’s 
Reversible. If b = b2, using case2 to do r-Transform’s 
Reversible 
 
C. Case1 
First, calculating the average l between X 'and Y' and 
calculating original difference between X and Y. 

 
 
And then we can get original X and Y by the formula. 

 
 
And then we can get original X and Y by the formula. 

 
 
D. Case2 
First, calculating the average l between X 'and Y' and 
calculating original difference between X and Y. H’s 
retrieval need bitstream stored in the client side. 

 
 
For example on TABLE4. TABLE4 is a anonymous 
database by 10000-Transform. Now, we need to 
recover it to original database. First we need to get 
b1=0,b2=1 and Bitstream. And then we choose first 
two of data in the database. We choose first two of 
data in TABLE4, and calculate h’ = 8, b = 0, so it use 
case1 to recover. Finally, we can get original ZIP X = 
80049 and Y = 80045. When finish r-Transform’s 
reversible, we can get TABLE3. 
 
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
 
Assumed that a malicious attacker got anonymous 
database. Anonymous database is same like original 
database, so the attacker can not determine whether 
the data has anonymization. In our research, legitimate 
user have b1,b2 and bitstream. When we using 
r-Transform’s reversible, it need this three parameters 
and the user can get complete database. Assumed that 
a malicious attacker get b, but he don’t know b1,b2, he 
still can’t know which case did it use. No matter which 
one case to recover the database, the attacker can not 
determine whether the successfully recover. If the 
attacker successfully guessedb1, b2, but he don’t have 
bitstream that he can’t get complete 
database.K-Anonymity will suffer Homogeneity 
attack and Background knowledge 
attack.R-Transform can be effectively avoided 
Homogeneity attack and Background knowledge 
attack. For example, the attacker want to know one 
data’s disease and he know the data’s ZIP = 80049, 
AGE = 26 in TABLE4. But there are not any data 
match it in TABLE4 , it change to ZIP=80051, 
AGE=26. So the attacker can not get the data’s 
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disease, we successfully improve K-anonymity‘s 
security. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We purpose r-Transform can anonymization data on 
numeral type of attribute and it can be reversible. 
R-Transform also improve the attack of Homogeneity 
attack r-Transform can effectively preserve privacy in 
outsource database. Future research maybe can make a 
new anonymity method and base on text type of 
attribute. It can more effectively preserve privacy 
when we use outsource database. 
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